
Dear Jim, 8/12/75 

If you have any objection to this letter to Stetler, just don't mail it. There 
is no mail I can make prioi to meeting 41th you tomorrow anyway. " 

W°‘ 1 ^ no't wrl-te in anger. I do have objectives other than angering Paul. 
11 oj.plid.ri them,including the emotional ones. 

I told you to begin with that this would be an angled anthology. Afc was i;mediately 
apparent also that the other objectives, while the antahologists maVe have told 
themselves otherwise, was crass co. mercialisra: to take advantage of the current 
situation without making any kind os significant contribution to worl{twh'olo objectives. 

The personalization of Paul's dislikes, which stem from exactly this kind of 
criticism of his earlier stupidities, is barely hidden. I decided not to ignore that 
and to let Stetler, whether or not Scott, be aware of it. Whether or not he believes it. 

The writing is much worse than you indicated. The error is what would have shamed 
Howard when he wa3 only 15, Not all of it is careless orrpr. Paul’s refusal to go 
to the library for utterly spurious reasons is ono clue. He really doesn't know this 
stuff or this aspect of the evidence# ^ p 

iliis is what really shocks me# The rest X*d more or less expected# 

1 '1 have no intention of telling them what they've omitted in tills area* The book 
wonqt do enough good anyway. I have learned the extreme to which Paul will go and I 

°V'!,Gnt to 1“jn* t mean in tliis book*) Ilis ego is muoh offended froia the more than justified clobbering he's gotten in the past when he has attempted 
lis won writing. (How bad was another shook, beginning with concept.) It is my purpose 
o onend at more. I don t care what he thinks but maybe* just mybo, it will do him 

some good because he has two others two face on this and there is no mail separation. 

I'll go into a little of tliis with you, but for your information only. 

The essential comparisons aro ignored entirely. They have,to do with the other 
evidence entirely omitted and with the jacket. With lead, particularly when it was 
scarce, and with the kind o« stuff Musso used it is not at all impossible that there 
was che|»p and ©oor mixing, within- any batch. I take it that whatever Guinn concluded 
comes from something like tliis. 

Good lead was so scarece the# we used to save empty toothpaste tubes for salvage. 

However, this w^s not true of the jackets or the shells. %bodv ever mentions the 
shells. (I did, in WW.) Or the gunpowder. The mixing- with these oompnents is much f$ner. 

But^he doesn't even mention the clothing. Or the ourbstone. °r Windshield. 

Don t even specify the incompleteness. I'd rather leave them alone with their 
possible-embarrassment. Besides, it is better for the few sexlous workers to get an 
accurate reading on these guys and their actual knowledge. There is no excuse for S 
ocott m this* either# 

i 

Ive taken some awfully chickenshitty criticism from Paul, almost without exception 
over imaginary errors, t has other inspiration, whatever it may be. I also regard his 

Q^ay^0r °n entirely unethical. Ho also wasted much time by it and we do not an then did not have that time. ne may have cost us some chances for the ancillary 
rights, and Id include Rolling Stone on this, I know of no standard by which what he 
hen did can be considered honorable. I may say nothing about this but I was stunned 

that he would even think of it. More after I offered to make him co-author...A is one 
g when it comes to poring over records and trying to find some. He is, from what I've 

seen, entirely different when he /Juts his own Btuff on paper or has political thoughts. 
...By any measure this stuff is atrocious.Let them alone with it unless they toy with 
your own words. Beat, 

J 
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